
PRODUCT INTRODUCTION 
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HEATING PHYSIOTHERAPY 
BRACES



HIGH-TECH GRAPHENE HEATING

PRODUCT FEATURES AND 
PRINCIPLE INTRODUCTION

Features:

Principle of action:

Veterinarian Approved
Targeted Heating &3 Temperature options
Made of Graphene material without over 
heating
Totally safe with no sided effects
Work well with other therapies

a) Hyperthermia/infrared rays relieve pain 
     and speed up local blood circulation
b) Heating improves the lubricating perfor
     mance of joint lubricating fluid

Upgraded Waterproof
3 in 1 Thermal Fabric

Easy to use 
power bank



WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM OUR
HEATING THERAPY BRACES

Dogs with chronic pain, like arthritis 
and hip/elbow dysplasia
Dogs with Muscle Stiffness/Soreness
Dogs with a lot of exercise and
training, like working dogs and agility 
dogs
Senior Dogs 



1.FOR RELIEVING JOINT OR MUSCLE PAIN
   AND STIFFNESS
2.MANAGE CHRONIC ARTHRITIS SYMPTOMS
3.RECOVERY FROM JOINTS SURGERY
4.WARM UP BEFORE EXERCISE OR
   REHABILITATION
5.SOOTH SORE MUSCLES AFTER A WORKOUT
6. TO TREAT MUSCLE INJURIES

OCCASIONS TO USE HEAT THERAPY



INSTRUCTIONS

TYPES OF BRACE

Scan QR code for manual video!

Heated therapy vest Hip heated
therapy brace  

Knee/elbow heated
therapy brace 

Shoulder & Neck heated
therapy brace 

1.Your dog may need a few minutes to 
   adjust to wearing the braces. Check 
   the fit to ensure there are no areas of 
   discomfort. Monitor the dog during the 
   treat ment period. 
2.Vet suggests doing the treatment 15-30 
   minutes each time, 2 times a day. 
3.This product has 3 levels of temper
   ture, and the highest temperature has 
   been rigorously tested and verified. In
   addition, we use graphene heating 
   materi al, and the heat conduction is
   very uniform and comfortable,safe and   
   no any side effects.
   The three temperature ranges:
   Red – (48℃/118.4℉)
   Blue–(40℃/104℉)
   Green–(35℃/95℉)



Christelle Coste
Police dog trainerFRANCE

I am a dog trainer in the municipal police
police officer. Fenvers, my dog, an 11 
year old dutch shepherd, retired police 
dog. He was a competition dog at Mon-
dioring and he made two participations 
in the world championship. He is currently 
having difficulty to move properly and he 
suffers from joint pain in his pelvis and his 
back legs.
My dog tolerates the PetieTec orthosis 
very well:) After using it, he can go out 
again to exercise. To go out and do some 
exercises. I want to say that
PetieTec is great I Thank you very much 
for creating a product a product that 
really works!

I am currently using them for a client of 
mine and wow!
I uesd the braces for a lab with severe 
joint issues from my client and my own 
cocker spaniel as working dog with quite 
tight lower back. I really am supportive of 
these products, I think they are really 
cool!I also use 10mins prior to exercise to 
warm up the muscles and 10 mins in the 
morning/after long periods of rest to help 
with any pain. After using it, he can go 
out again to exercise. To go out and do 
some exercises. I want to say that
PetieTec is great I Thank you very much 
for creating a product a product that 
really works!

Petietec Heating braces are very
interesting for the follow-up of senior dogs 
or dogs with locomotion difficulties. In 
particular for dogs with difficulties to 
stand up cold. 
The contribution of heat allows a better 
mobility as of the rise or daily during the 
day. The heat relieves pain. As an animal 
welfare professional, I use this product 
with pleasure during my sessions.
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